Use of multisite quantitative ultrasonography for noninvasive assessment of bone in horses
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Objective—To evaluate the usefulness of multisite quantitative ultrasonography for noninvasive assessment of bone in horses.

Sample Population—12 healthy horses and both forelimbs from 8 clinically normal horses.

Procedure—For in vivo measurements, various regions of interest (ROI) were examined on the third metacarpal bone, radius, and tibia. Precision error for speed of sound (SOS) measurements was obtained by measuring each ROI of 4 horses 10 times with probe repositioning. Additionally, 3 operators measured each aspect of the third metacarpal bone of 6 horses 5 times each. For ex vivo measurements, third metacarpal bones were examined at 9 ROI, and SOS measurements were performed before and after soft tissue removal. One ROI of a single forelimb was subjected to 96 ex vivo measurements with 3 different contact media.

Results—The lateral aspect of the third metacarpal bone had significantly higher SOS values than the dorsal and medial aspect of the third metacarpal bone. No difference was obtained between SOS values of the lateral and medial aspect of the radius. The tibia had significantly higher SOS values than the lateral aspect of the radius and the dorsal and medial aspect of the third metacarpal bone. Intraoperator coefficients of variation ranged from 0.62 to 3.15%, and interoperator coefficients of variation ranged from 0.78 to 2.70%. Values of SOS were highest when silicone oil was used as the contact medium.

Conclusions and Clinical Relevance—Speed of sound measurements obtained by quantitative ultrasonography in axial transmission mode can be used to precisely measure superficial cortical bone properties of third metacarpal bone, radius, and tibia in horses. (Am J Vet Res 2002;63:1464–1469)

Musculoskeletal diseases of sport and leisure horses are an important problem for the equine industry. Several noninvasive methods for bone property evaluation in horses are presently available, but the early detection of bone diseases, the serial monitoring of bone, and the evaluation of bone metabolism remain a difficult problem.

In horses, bone properties at well-defined skeletal sites can be detected by use of single photon absorptiometry, dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry, radiographic absorptiometry, quantitative computed tomography, or magnet resonance imaging. An additional tool for bone turnover assessment at precise skeletal sites is scintigraphy. These techniques are mostly radiation-based, expensive, or time-consuming. Another method for monitoring the metabolism of the whole skeleton includes the measurement of biochemical markers in serum, plasma, or urine.

An inexpensive alternative to mostly ionizing radiation-based techniques is quantitative ultrasonography (QUS). Various QUS devices have been developed in human medicine to measure speed of sound (SOS) or broadband ultrasound attenuation. The assessment of bone by use of ultrasonography in horses has been described for more than 20 years. However, the use of 2 percutaneously applied transducers restricts ultrasonographic evaluations of the distal limb. Additionally, the influence of soft tissue, bone shape, and limb temperature affects results and limits the usefulness of ultrasonography.

The recently described multisite QUS device is a new promising tool for noninvasive bone assessment in horses. The QUS device includes a simple handheld probe, which is percutaneously applied to the site to be measured. The use of a set of transducers within the handheld probe allows SOS measurements in axial transmission mode of various regions of interest (ROI), even if accessible from only a single side. The velocity of an ultrasound wave propagating through a fixed distance of bone, parallel to the long axis of the bone, is evaluated, and the software is used to calculate the shortest propagation time of the sound wave through bone (Fig 1). Because of the special design of the probe, a soft-tissue layer of ≤ 9 mm of thickness is claimed not to influence SOS measurements.

The purpose of the study reported here was to evaluate the usefulness of QUS for noninvasive assessment of bone in horses. The precision of SOS measurements in axial transmission mode was determined at multiple skeletal sites in horses. Additionally, the possible influence of soft tissue and contact medium on SOS measurements was investigated.

Materials and Methods

Measurements of SOS in axial transmission mode were performed with a multisite QUS device. The manufacturer’s largest handheld probe was used, which allows SOS measurements of bone underneath soft tissue ≤ 9-mm thick. The
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**Experiment 1**—Use and precision of in vivo SOS measurements were determined on 12 clinically normal, randomly selected, slightly exercised warmblood geldings and females that were 3 to 18 years old. All measurements were performed on full weight-bearing, standing, unsedated horses. Silicone oil was used for acoustic coupling. For SOS measurements of the third metacarpal bone, the probe was placed midway between the proximal end of the second and fourth metacarpal bone, and the apex of the proximal medial and lateral sesamoid bones and 3 aspects (lateral, dorsal, medial) were measured (Fig 2a). For SOS measurements of the radius, a horizontal line, originating from the distal edge of the chestnut, was drawn dorsolaterally and 2 aspects (lateral, medial) were measured. For SOS measurements of the tibia, the probe was placed 10 cm proximal to the medial malleolus of this bone (Fig 2b).

**Experiment 2**—The influence of soft tissue on ex vivo SOS measurements was determined by collecting both forelimbs of 8 musculoskeletally normal adult horses, which were euthanatized for reasons unrelated to our study. The limbs were dissected in the intercarpal joint within 30 minutes after death, and the skin was stabilized with sutures. Both third metacarpal bones of each horse were divided in 9 ROI (ie, 3 aspects [lateral, dorsal, medial] at 3 levels [proximal, middle, distal]). Ex vivo SOS measurements at each ROI with and without soft tissue were performed at room temperature (approx 19°C), within 8 hours after death. Silicone oil was used as contact medium.

**Experiment 3**—The effect of various coupling media on SOS measurements was studied in an ex vivo experiment. The skin over the middle level of the lateral aspect of the third metacarpal bone of a freshly dissected forelimb of a horse, euthanatized for reasons unrelated to our study, was cleaned, shaved, and dried. The ROI margins were marked before starting SOS measurements. Three series of 96 measurement cycles were performed with a probe by use of consecutively 3 contact media as follows: contact medium 1, contact medium 2, and contact medium 3.

**Figure 1**—Schematic of the path of an ultrasound wave through soft tissue and bone. Acoustical waves are created by the transmitting transducers and are received by the receiving transducers. Paths of the signal are determined on the basis of how the sound wave is refracted through a critical angle, how it propagates along the bone, and how it is scattered out of the bone through a critical angle. The traveling time between transmitters and receivers is recorded and speed of sound calculated.

**Figure 2**—Schematic of probe positioning sites for axial transmission speed of sound (SOS) measurements on the radius, third metacarpal bone (MC III), and tibia in standing full weight-bearing horses. Panel a) Diagram of the lateral view of the forelimb. For SOS measurements of the MC III, a horizontal line was drawn midway between the proximal end of the fourth metacarpal bone and the apex of the proximal lateral sesamoid bone. The probe was placed in axial direction and perpendicular against MC III and measurements were performed at the lateral, dorsal and medial aspect. For SOS measurements of the radius, a horizontal line originating from the distal edge of the chestnut was drawn dorsolaterally and 2 aspects (lateral, medial) were measured. Panel b) Diagram of the medial view of the hind limb. For SOS measurements of the tibia, the probe was placed 10 cm proximal to the medial malleolus of the tibia in an axial direction and perpendicular against the bone.
Statistical analysis—An analysis of variance of SOS values was performed by use of a commercially available software system.11 Horses were considered as random in all models. In experiment 1, the fixed effects were the 3 aspects of the third metacarpal bone, both ROI of the radius, and the effect of the tibia, nested within left and right limbs. Least square means were computed and compared between aspects, sites, and limbs. In experiment 2, the fixed effects were the presence or absence of soft tissue, the 3 aspects and the 3 levels of the metacarpal bone, the 2 limbs, and their interactions. In experiment 3, the effect of the contact medium (3 types) was the only fixed effect included in the model. Least square means (± SE) were computed for all experiments. Significance level was set at P < 0.05. The intraobserver precision of 10 successive SOS measurements was computed for each ROI as SD divided by the mean value. The interobserver precision of third metacarpal bone was calculated for 6 horses as the SD divided by the pooled mean value of 5 repeated measurements performed by 3 operators.

Results

Experiment 1—Least square means (± SE) of SOS values obtained at each ROI were determined (Table 1). No difference in SOS values was obtained when comparing each side-matched ROI of the right and left limb. A significant difference was obtained between SOS values of each aspect of the left third metacarpal bone. In the right limb, significant differences between SOS values were obtained between all aspects of the third metacarpal bone, except between the dorsal and medial aspect of the third metacarpal bone. Values of SOS obtained in the lateral and medial aspect of the left radius were significantly different from those obtained in the lateral and dorsal aspect of the left third metacarpal bone. In the right limb, a significant difference was obtained between SOS values of the lateral and medial aspect of the radius and those obtained in the lateral aspect of the third metacarpal bone. The medial aspect of the radius had additional significantly different SOS values when compared with the dorsal aspect of third metacarpal bone. Values of SOS obtained in the tibia were significantly different from those obtained in side-matched medial and dorsal aspects of the third metacarpal bone and the lateral aspect of the radius. Additionally, SOS values obtained in the right tibia were significantly different from values obtained in the mediolateral aspect of the radius.

The in vivo intraobserver coefficients of variation for successive SOS measurements ranged from 0.62 to 3.15% (Table 1). The interobserver coefficients of variation ranged between 0.90 and 2.70% for the lateral aspect of the third metacarpal bone, between 0.91 and 1.68% for the dorsal aspect of third metacarpal bone, and from 0.78 to 1.85% for the mediolateral aspect of the third metacarpal bone.

Experiment 2—No significant difference was obtained between ex vivo SOS data of the third metacarpal bone with (least square means, 4142.57 ± 43.73 m/s) and without (least squares means, 4095.26 ± 43.73 m/s) soft tissue. The influence of soft tissue on ex vivo SOS measurements was therefore not significant.

Experiment 3—Mean SOS values (± SD) for contact medium 1, 2, and 3 were 4328.79 ± 24.7, 4323.95 ± 18.97, and 4337.54 ± 22.35 m/s, respectively. Contact medium 3 had significantly higher SOS values than contact medium 1 and 2.

Discussion

Bone has an anisotropic structure and undergoes a continuous formation and resorption process. Several conventional radiation-based techniques allow to determine bone mineral density and may partially explain variations in bone strength.15,16 However, these tools provide only limited information on bone material and structure.20 There is a known relationship between SOS and Young’s modulus, which in turn is related to the biomechanical strength.21 Speed of sound can therefore be related to the properties of a material as follows: SOS = E/ρ, where E is Young’s modulus and ρ is the density of the material. The use of QUS provides information about factors that influence strength, such as bone mineral density;22 bone size, mass distribution, cortical thickness, architecture, fiber orientation, porosity, elasticity, stiffness, and others.23,24 The evaluation of breaking strength might therefore be the most appropriate variable for QUS accuracy assessment.20 The relationship between bone strength and QUS measurements has been validated in vivo and in vitro studies on humans. However, the assessment of the breaking strength as assessed by biomechanical testing was not possible in our study. Information in the literature on humans indicates that QUS measurements at peripheral bone sites allow for a distinction between women with osteoporosis and healthy women.25,26 Additionally, the use of QUS is as sensitive as dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry in distinguishing between patients with and without fractures.25,26,27,28 In addition, QUS results provide a good predictor of fracture risk.29,30 Phantom measurements have been advocated to assess accuracy.20 Such measurements are impractical without defined standards; however, they may at least detect imprecision of QUS devices. Use of the recently introduced multisite QUS device provides SOS measurements in axial transmission mode at various skeletal sites, even if accessible from only a single side. In our study, axial transmission SOS measurements were performed in horses by measuring SOS values along a fixed distance of bone perpendicular to the load vector of the bone and parallel to the bone axis. This positioning of the probe is important because of the anisotropy of bone.

Values of SOS are thought to reflect a combination

---

Table 1—Least square mean (± SE) values of speed of sound measurements at various regions of interest of warmblood horses (n = 12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>Speed of sound (m/s)</th>
<th>Intraobserver CV (%)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lateral MC III</td>
<td>4281.67 ± 49.64</td>
<td>4220.33 ± 49.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsal MC III</td>
<td>3754.56 ± 49.64</td>
<td>3791.33 ± 49.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial MC III</td>
<td>3973.11 ± 49.64</td>
<td>3905.22 ± 49.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral radius</td>
<td>3920.20 ± 49.64</td>
<td>3932.50 ± 49.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial radius</td>
<td>4018.30 ± 49.64</td>
<td>4017.80 ± 49.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibia</td>
<td>4175.90 ± 49.64</td>
<td>4224.30 ± 49.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Intraobserver precision error from 10 successive SOS measurements was computed for each region of interest as SD divided by the mean value (n = 4 horses). ROI = Region of interest. CV = Coefficients of variation. MC III = Third metacarpal bone.
of material (ie, elasticity) and structural characteristics (ie, cortical wall thickness) of the long bone cortex.\textsuperscript{31,32} Any reduction of the cortical thickness similar to or less than the ultrasound wavelength results in a decrease in SOS values, which is caused by the dispersion effect.\textsuperscript{17} Based on a previously published radiographic study, we can conclude that the cortical thickness of the ROI considered in our study was $>4$ mm.\textsuperscript{13} Values of SOS in cortical bone of warmblood horses varied in our study from 3800 to 4200 m/s, depending on the ROI considered. These results are in accordance with previous observations obtained by use of the same QUS device in Thoroughbreds.\textsuperscript{34} At a SOS value of 4200 m/s and at a frequency of 1.25 MHz, the sound wave has a wavelength of 3.3 mm.\textsuperscript{34} Speed of sound propagates at a maximum depth of approximately 3.3 mm; therefore, SOS values should not be influenced by the dispersion effect in long bone measurements of adult warmblood horses and Thoroughbreds.

An association between SOS values, material properties (eg, elastic modulus, bone strength), and cortical density has been observed for the tibia in humans.\textsuperscript{33} Additionally, a weak to modest correlation between SOS and dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry measurements has been reported for humans\textsuperscript{36} and horses.\textsuperscript{17} In humans, a significant relationship is reported between SOS values and bone mineral density and cortical thickness of phalanges.\textsuperscript{1} These findings indicate that SOS values might depend on the geometry and density of the cortex.

Despite discordant results of bone mineral density measurements among various ROI,\textsuperscript{37} a combination of SOS values from various skeletal sites improves the evaluation of the global bone status in humans\textsuperscript{17} and may improve diagnostic accuracy.\textsuperscript{17} In 1 study, the combination of 3 ROI (radius, phalanx, and metacarpal bone) SOS values did result in a significant increase in the area under the receiver-operating curve, compared with measurements at a single site.\textsuperscript{17} Results of another study indicate a diagnostic improvement when combining 2 ROI (ie, calcaneus and distal radius).\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, a significant correlation among SOS values of various skeletal sites was found for humans.\textsuperscript{33} A further advantage of multiple skeletal site testing is to have various measurement sites if a particular site is not accessible. The same might be true for horses. Various measurement sites are described in our study, on the basis of easily detectable anatomic landmarks. Sites that were selected were on the radius, tibia, and third metacarpal bone. These ROI correspond to areas with bone property changes associated with physical activity, pharmaceutical drug treatments, bone diseases, or development.\textsuperscript{15,16,24} No limb differences were found between SOS values of the left and right limb of our slightly exercised horses of experiment 1. These findings correspond to SOS data obtained for the tibia in humans.\textsuperscript{15}

Precision is of highest importance to recognize subtle changes in bone properties. In our study, precision error for in vivo SOS measurements obtained at various ROI in horses was higher (coefficient of variation, $\leq 3.13\%$) than reported for humans (coefficient of variation, $\leq 0.3\%$; coefficient of variation, $\leq 0.81\%$).\textsuperscript{15} Interoperator coefficient of variation has been reported as $\leq 0.7\%$ for humans\textsuperscript{17} and was $<2.7\%$ for horses of our study. The higher precision error in horses, when compared with humans, could be explained by differences in patient cooperation and differences in the accessibility of measurement sites among patients. The QUS technique requires complete immobilization of the patient for approximately 1 minute. Despite this disadvantage, in our study in vivo SOS measurements were routinely performed without prior sedation of horses. Additionally, difficulties in optimal limb positioning in horses might result in a decrease in precision. However, the precision of SOS measurements in horses is good when compared with other noninvasive measurement techniques used in equine medicine like ex vivo dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry\textsuperscript{15} or biochemical bone marker evaluation.\textsuperscript{15,40}

In humans, use of the multisite QUS allows for differentiation between pre- or postmenopausal women and women with vertebral fractures.\textsuperscript{17} In another study, it was possible to discriminate between patients with fractures and those without fractures (controls) by use of SOS measurements at the phalanx, radius, and metatarsus.\textsuperscript{17}

In horses, soft-tissue swelling is often associated with bone disease and might influence SOS values. This was not evaluated in our study. However, results of our study indicate that ex vivo SOS measurements of third metacarpal bone were independent of soft tissue characteristics in clinically normal horses. The multisite QUS device,\textsuperscript{1} through a special design and nondisposable mathematic algorithms, measures SOS and soft-tissue thickness as independent variables. However, soft tissue limits the use of the device to anatomic locations where a soft-tissue thickness is $\leq 9$ mm.

The use of a coupling medium is necessary for the transmission of the ultrasound energy into tissues. Differences in the contact medium viscosity may influence SOS transmission. In our study, silicone oil, compared with other media, had a higher viscosity and provided better coupling without air bubble inclusion and therefore slightly faster sound transmission. Care should therefore be taken when comparing SOS measurements obtained with various contact media. Additionally, when using standard ultrasound coupling gel, it was often difficult or even sometimes impossible to get an appropriate coupling contact. Especially with horses that had thick hair, it was necessary to clip the hair before performing measurements with standard ultrasound gel. In contrast, silicone oil allowed measurements after short skin contact time. This fact may be the result of physical properties of the oil. Disadvantages of silicone oil, compared with standard ultrasound gel, are price and its oily consistency. We therefore recommend that examination gloves be used to protect the examiner’s skin.

Skin and subcutaneous tissue temperature are variable in horses, especially in summer and winter months, and might influence SOS measurements. Results of a study indicate that temperature changes between 17 and 35°C did not influence in vivo SOS measurements at peripheral skeletal sites in humans obtained with the multisite QUS device.\textsuperscript{1} It is therefore
concluded that temperature changes in the mentioned range should not influence in vivo SOS measurements in horses. Limb positioning in horses might additionally influence SOS results; therefore, horses need to bear full weight on all 4 limbs and foot rotation must be avoided during ROI determination and SOS measurements.

In humans, the patient's final SOS result is expressed as Z- and T-scores. The Z-score is defined as the patient's deviation from the mean result for the age-matched controls divided by the SD of the age-matched controls. The T-score is similar but obtained using younger controls as a reference group. However, in horses, the monitoring of each individual over time and a comparison of serial SOS values is probably a better option. A further challenge is to correlate QUS measurements with bone mineral density measurements and the results of biochemical bone marker analysis. The combination of various bone assessment techniques might increase the understanding of bone status in horses.
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